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Abstract

   Twamp can be used to measure the performance of end-to-end paths in
   networks. Stamp [rfc8762] and twamp light are more lightweight
   measurement methods. In the SRv6 network, it is also necessary to
   measure the performance of SRv6 policy. This document describes a
   method to measure srv6 policy through stamp and twamp light.
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   This document is subject to BCP 78 and the IETF Trust's Legal
   Provisions Relating to IETF Documents
   (http://trustee.ietf.org/license-info) in effect on the date of
   publication of this document. Please review these documents
   carefully, as they describe your rights and restrictions with
   respect to this document. Code Components extracted from this
   document must include Simplified BSD License text as described in
   Section 4.e of the Trust Legal Provisions and are provided without
   warranty as described in the Simplified BSD License.
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1. Introduction

   Segment Routing (SR) allows a headend node to steer a packet flow
   along any path. Per-path states of Intermediate nodes are eliminated
   thanks to source routing.  The headend node steers a flow into an SR
   Policy. The packets steered into an SR Policy carry an ordered list
   of segments associated with that SR Policy. SR policy is used to
   forward messages, so the quality of SR policy, such as packet loss
   and delay, also needs to be measured.

   The Simple Two-Way Active Measurement Protocol (STAMP) provides
   capabilities for the measurement of various performance metrics in
   IP networks [RFC8762] without the use of a control channel to pre-
   signal session parameters. [RFC8972] defines optional extensions in
   the form of TLVs for STAMP.

   The STAMP test packets are transmitted along an IP path between a
   Session-Sender and a Session-Reflector to measure delay and packet
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   loss along that IP path. It may be desired in SRv6 networks that the
   path between the Session-Sender and Session-Reflector for the STAMP
   test packets in both directions are consistent (same set of links
   and nodes).

   [ietf-ippm-stamp-srpm] defines the Return Path TLV, Using Return
   Path TLV, The Session-Sender can request this in the test packet to
   the Session-Reflector.

   Twamp light is also widely deployed, and stamp supports interworking
   with twamp light. So there are four possible combinations to deploy
   stamp and twamp light:

   o STAMP Session-Sender with STAMP Session-Reflector.

   o STAMP Session-Sender with TWAMP Light Session-Reflector.

   o TWAMP Light Session-Sender with STAMP Session-Reflector.

   o TWAMP Light Session-Sender with TWAMP Light Session-Reflector.

   Twamp light does not support the TLV of stamp, so in order to meet
   various deployment combinations, this document proposes a method to
   realize the consistent path between Session-Sender and session-
   reflector using path segment, which is applicable to all scenarios
   where twamp light and stamp are deployed.

1.1. Requirements Language

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and
   "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in

BCP 14 [RFC2119] [RFC8174] when, and only when, they appear in all
   capitals, as shown here.

1.2. Terminology

   STAMP:      Simple Two-way Active Measurement Protocol

   TWAMP:      Two-Way Active Measurement Protocol

   PTP:        Precision Time Protocol

   SR:         Segment Routing
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2. Requirement for consistent path

   In the reference topology shown below, the procedure of stamp and
   twamp light is similar. The Session-Sender S1 initiates a test
   packet and the Session-Reflector R1 transmits a reply test packet.
   The reply test packet may be transmitted to the Session-Sender S1 on
   the consistent path (same set of links and nodes) or a different
   path in the reverse direction from the path taken towards the
   Session-Reflector R1.

                                    T1                T2
                                   /                   \
                          +-------+     Test Packet     +-------+
                          |       | - - - - - - - - - ->|       |
                          |   S1  |=====================|   R1  |
                          |       |<- - - - - - - - - - |       |
                          +-------+  Reply Test Packet  +-------+
                                   \                   /
                                    T4                T3
                      Session-Sender           Session-Reflector

                     Figure 1: reference topology1

   By recording the time stamp in the test packet, the delay of one-way
   and two-way path can be measured. In the interaction process of a
   test, the sender inserts the sending timestamp T1 into the test
   packet. The reflector records the receiving timestamp T2 when
   receiving the request packet. Then reflector creates a reply packet
   and inserts T1, T2 and the sending timestamp T3 of the reply packet
   into the reply packet. Finally the sender receives the reply packet
   and records the receiving timestamp T4.

   In this way, the sender gets four timestamps. Bidirectional delay
   can be obtained through t4-t1. If the one-way delay is calculated
   through t2-t1, PTP is required to be deployed between sender and
   reflector to ensure high-precision time synchronization, which is
   not easy to achieve for existing networks.

   Therefore, if the test packets in both directions can be guaranteed
   to pass along the consistent path, the two-way delay can be obtained
   by T4-T1, minus the time of processing packet on the reflector
   calculated by T3-T2, and the final data is the sum of the delays in
   two directions of transmitting packets along the consistent path.
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3. Correlate bidirectional path using Path Segment

   A Path Segment is defined to identify an SR path in [draft-ietf-
spring-srv6-path-segment]. SRv6 Path segments can be used to

   correlate the two unidirectional SRv6 paths at both ends of the
   path.

   [draft-ietf-idr-sr-policy-path-segment] proposes an extension to BGP
   SR Policy distribute SR policies carrying Path Segment and
   bidirectional path information.

   Through this extension, when distributing SRv6 policy to the
   headend, reverse path information and path segment of segment list
   can be carried together.

                    SID-B1  SID-B2     SID-C1   SID-C2
                 +--------B-----------------C-----------+
          SID-A1/                                         \ SID-D1
               /                                           \
              A                                             D
               \                                           /SID-D2
         SID-A2\           SID-E1      SID-E2            /
                 +-------------------E-------------------+
                     Figure 2: reference topology2

   In this way, on the headend in both directions of the forward and
   reverse paths, the path segment of the paths in both directions can
   be obtained, and the paths in both directions use the same
   intermediate links.

   Refer to the reference topology2, there are two paths between Node A
   and D, and All nodes allocate End.x Segments. Node A and D are
   headend and tailend nodes of each other, and SRv6 policy is created
   on A and D respectively.

   Assuming that the deployed SRv6 policy has one candidate path and
   each path has two segment lists. For ease of description, segment
   lists with the same number on Node A and D are forward and reverse
   paths to each other.Each segment list contains both the
   corresponding path segment and the reverse path segment of the
   reverse path:

    NodeA                         NodeD

     SRv6 Policy A-D                     SRv6 Policy D-A
       Candidate Path1                    Candidate Path1
        Segment list1                     Segment list1

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/draft-ietf-spring-srv6-path-segment
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/draft-ietf-spring-srv6-path-segment
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         SID-A1, SID-B2, SID-C2            SID-D1, SID-C1, SID-B1
         Path Segment: SID-Path-1          Path Segment: SID-Path-2
         Reverse Path Segment:             Reverse Path Segment:
            SID-Path-2                         SID-Path-1
        Segment list2                     Segment list2
         SID-A2, SID-E2                    SID-D2, SID-E1
         Path Segment: SID-Path-3          Path Segment: SID-Path-4
         Reverse Path Segment:             Reverse Path Segment:
             SID-Path-4                        SID-Path-3

   The headend can use path segment in two directions to establish a
   mapping table. Using this mapping table, the headend can get the
   reverse path through the path segment of the forward path.

   NodeA:
            +-----------------+          +--------------------+
            |  Path Segment   |          |Reverse Path Segment|
            +-----------------+          +--------------------+
            | SID-Path-1      |-+        | SID-Path-2         |--+
            +-----------------+ |        +--------------------+  |
            | SID-Path-3      | |        | SID-Path-4         |--|-+
            +-----------------+ |        +--------------------+  | |
                   |            |                                | |
                   |            |  +-----------------------+     | |
                   |            |  | segment List          |     | |
                   |            |  +-----------------------+     | |
                   |            +->|SID-A1, SID-B2, SID-C2 |<----+ |
                   |               +-----------------------+       |
                   +-------------->|SID-A2, SID-E2         |<------+
                                   +-----------------------+
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   NodeD:
            +-----------------+          +--------------------+
            |  Path Segment   |          |Reverse Path Segment|
            +-----------------+          +--------------------+
            | SID-Path-2      |-+        | SID-Path-1         |--+
            +-----------------+ |        +--------------------+  |
            | SID-Path-4      | |        | SID-Path-3         |--|-+
            +-----------------+ |        +--------------------+  | |
                   |            |                                | |
                   |            |  +-----------------------+     | |
                   |            |  | segment List          |     | |
                   |            |  +-----------------------+     | |
                   |            +->|SID-D1, SID-C1, SID-B1 |<----+ |
                   |               +-----------------------+       |
                   +-------------->|SID-D2, SID-E1         |<------+
                                   +-----------------------+
                     Figure 3: mapping table

4. STAMP/TWAMP light Procedure with Path segment

   This document proposes that the test packets in the two directions
   of stamp/twamp light are transmitted along the consistent path
   through path segment.

   Twamp light does not need to parse the TLV of stamp. Neither stamp
   nor twamp light needs to modify the packet structure. Using SRH to
   carry path segment, stamp and twamp light need to add some relevant
   processing to meet the requirement.

4.1. Stamp/twamp light Session-sender procedure

   For instance, the session-sender is Node A in Figure 2, and the
   session is bounded with Segment List1 of Policy A-D. The test packet
   is as follow:
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       +-----------------------------------------------------------+
       | IPv6 Header                                               |
       .  Source IP Address = Session-Sender IPv6 Address          .
       .  Destination IP Address = SegmentList[SL]                 .
       .  Next-Header = SRH (43)                                   .
       .                                                           .
       +-----------------------------------------------------------+
       | SRH as specified in RFC 8754                              |
       .  Next-Header = IPv6                                       .
       .  <P-Flag=1, PathSegment, SegmentList>                     .
       .                                                           .
       +-----------------------------------------------------------+
       | IPv6 Header                                               |
       .  Source IP Address = Session-Sender IPv6 Address          .
       .  Destination IP Address = Session-Reflector IPv6 Address  .
       .  Next-Header = UDP                                        .
       .                                                           .
       +-----------------------------------------------------------+
       | UDP Header                                                |
       .                                                           .
       +-----------------------------------------------------------+
       | Payload                                                   |
        .                                                          .
       +-----------------------------------------------------------+
               Figure 4: Encapsulation format of test packet

   NodeA Encapsulates the path segment of segment list1 in SRH, and set
   SRH.P-Flag.

   The test packet is as follows:
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                A------------->B------------>C---------->D
        +-----------------+                      +-----------------+
        | SA=A's Ipv6Addr |                      | SA=A's Ipv6Addr |
        +-----------------+                      +-----------------+
        | DA=SID-A1       |                      | DA=D's ipv6Addr |
        +-----------------+                      +-----------------+
        | SL=3 | P-Flag=1 |                      | SL=0 | P-Flag=1 |
        +-----------------+                      +-----------------+
        | D's ipv6Addr    |                      | D's ipv6Addr    |
        +-----------------+                      +-----------------+
        | SID-C2          |                      | SID-C2          |
        +-----------------+                      +-----------------+
        | SID-B2          |                      | SID-B2          |
        +-----------------+                      +-----------------+
        | SID-A1          |                      | SID-A1          |
        +-----------------+                      +-----------------+
        | SID-Path-1      |                      | SID-Path-1      |
        +-----------------+                      +-----------------+
        | test-payload    |                      | test-payload    |
        |                 |                      |                 |
        +-----------------+                      +-----------------+
                     Figure 5: Example of test packet

4.2. Stamp/twamp light Session-reflector procedure

   The test packet is forwarded along the path A->B->C->D. While packet
   arrives at nodeD, SRH.SL is 0 and the destination address is the
   IPv6 address of NodeD. Packet is delivered up to the stamp/twamp
   light module in control plane.

   Stamp/twamp light module on NodeD detects SRH.P-flag is set,
   extracts the path segment of the forward path from SRH, gets the
   path segment of the reverse path through the mapping table. When
   reply test packet, stamp/twamp light module use the segment list
   associated with path segment of the reverse path to encapsulate SRH.
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       +-----------------------------------------------------------+
       | IPv6 Header                                               |
       .  Source IP Address = Session-Reflector IPv6 Address       .
       .  Destination IP Address = SegmentList[SL]                 .
       .  Next-Header = SRH (43)                                   .
       .                                                           .
       +-----------------------------------------------------------+
       | SRH as specified in RFC 8754                              |
       .  Next-Header = IPv6                                       .
       .  < P-Flag=0,Segment List>                                 .
       .                                                           .
       +-----------------------------------------------------------+
       | IPv6 Header                                               |
       .  Source IP Address = Session-Reflector IPv6 Address       .
       .  Destination IP Address = Session-Sender IPv6 Address     .
       .  Next-Header = UDP                                        .
       .                                                           .
       +-----------------------------------------------------------+
       | UDP Header                                                |
       .                                                           .
       +-----------------------------------------------------------+
       | Payload                                                   |
        .                                                          .
       +-----------------------------------------------------------+
            Figure 6: Encapsulation format of reply test packet

   The Example of reply test packet is as follows:
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                D------------->C------------>B---------->A

        +-----------------+                      +-----------------+
        | SA=D's Ipv6Addr |                      | SA=D's Ipv6Addr |
        +-----------------+                      +-----------------+
        | DA=SID-D1       |                      | DA=A's ipv6Addr |
        +-----------------+                      +-----------------+
        | SL=3 | P-Flag=0 |                      | SL=0 | P-Flag=0 |
        +-----------------+                      +-----------------+
        | A's ipv6Addr    |                      | A's ipv6Addr    |
        +-----------------+                      +-----------------+
        | SID-B1          |                      | SID-B1          |
        +-----------------+                      +-----------------+
        | SID-C1          |                      | SID-C1          |
        +-----------------+                      +-----------------+
        | SID-D1          |                      | SID-D1          |
        +-----------------+                      +-----------------+
        | reply test      |                      | reply test      |
        |   payload       |                      |   payload       |
        +-----------------+                      +-----------------+
                  Figure 7: Example of reply test packet

   The reply test packet will be forward along the path D->C->B->A. In
   this way, the forward and reverse paths of test packet are
   guaranteed to be consistent.

5. IANA Considerations

   This document has no IANA actions.

6. Security Considerations

   The security requirements and mechanisms described in [RFC8402] and
   [RFC8754] also apply to this document.

   This document does not introduce any new security consideration.
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